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                    	Family Diamond-Slipper Double Could be Repeated
Thursday, 21st March 2024
Hayasugi (Royal Meeting-China Road, by Commands), quietly fancied for a potential Blue Diamond-Golden Slipper double, presents a formidable challenge for trainer Clinton McDonald, who remains optimistic despite the filly drawing a wide barrier for Saturday's $5 million TAB Golden Slipper at Rosehill. While her position makes the task more daunting, racingnsw.com.au reports that McDonald draws confidence from her ability to thrive under adversity, evident in her recent wins despite similarly wide draws. Reflecting on her impressive Gr1 Blue Diamond victory at Caulfield last month, McDonald maintains his bullish stance on her Golden Slipper prospects, believing she would have been even more formidable with a better draw. Hayasugi's Diamond success marked a rare achievement, mirroring Midnight Fever's feat in 1987 by winning the Preview, Prelude, and Diamond treble. Despite her success leading up to the event, she was underestimated at $16 odds. McDonald emphasises Hayasugi's toughness, evident in her racing style characterised by relentless efforts to overcome challenges. He highlights her ability to sustain long runs and navigate difficult situations, traits crucial for success in the demanding Golden Slipper. With in form jockey Jamie Kah continuing her partnership with Hayasugi, McDonald is trusting her expertise in plotting the right path for the race. As they prepare for the world’s richest juvenile clash, McDonald is happy with Hayasugi's adaptation to Sydney's clockwise track and is confident that, with ample time to assess the day's races and track conditions, a winning strategy can be put in place that would see him emulate the feat of his father Ross who claimed the double in 1999 with champion Courtza.




	
	2026 Cox Plate Holding Rights Up for Grabs
Thursday, 21st March 2024
The Moonee Valley Racing Club will open the bidding process soon for the right to host the 2026 Gr1 WS Cox Plate, reports racing.com. With the Moonee Valley track planned to be closed for renovations, the time-honoured race needs to be hosted elsewhere. "We will go through an expression of interest process over the next month or two to work out where our race meetings will be run through that closure period and most importantly, the 2026 Ladbrokes Cox Plate," MVRC chief executive Michael Browell said.  "Whoever puts the best bid forward will be best placed to be hosting it. We've had great dialogue with all clubs that are in the mix. We are just getting through the Autumn Carnival and then we'll start that in earnest. We'll open it up to others - you'd have to think the metropolitan clubs are favourite to host it."  The important factor for the MVRC was that the date shouldn't be moved. "We want to retain the date, that's a key consideration for us, so it will either be at Caulfield, potentially just after the Caulfield Cup Carnival," Browell said, "[or] it could be at Flemington a week before the four days of the carnival, or it could be at another location." The track will be closed after the 2025 Cox Plate and re-opened in time for the 2027 Cox Plate. He added, "So, it will be an interesting discussion around the table with RV (Racing Victoria). The race dates for next season are set to be released shortly so we'd like to think May or June this year, so there is a good lead time there to be able to transfer that meeting across and maximise the opportunities for the 2026 carnival."
	
	Sandown Cup Investigated During Weir Hearing
Thursday, 21st March 2024
A Racing Victoria tribunal has heard evidence over whether a jigger can improve race performance, reports punters.com.au. Banned trainer Darren Weir has pleaded not guilty to conduct to corrupt the outcome of three races in 2018 - the Lexus Stakes, Melbourne Cup and Sandown Cup. The second day of the tribunal heard evidence from equine expert Dr Andrew McLean with regards to whether training Yogi (Raise the Flag-Malozza, by Grand Lodge) on a treadmill with a jigger would have an impact on future race performance. "In this area, it is really hard to pinpoint," McLean told the tribunal on Tuesday. "It's somewhere between ... possibly, likely ... that's maybe why it's not 100 per cent of a guarantee. I don't know, it is my educated guess, that's my truthful answer. It's more towards likely than possible because of the effects of really strong pain." Weir used the jigger on Yogi on at least nine occasions prior to his 2018 Sandown Cup win, and Weir has already pleaded guilty to charges of animal cruelty.




The Sandown Cup win by Yogi is under investigation (pic: Mark Gatt)

	
	Purton's Key Insights for Sovereign's Derby Attempt
Thursday, 21st March 2024
Massive Sovereign (No Nay Never, Sweet Charity, by Myboycharlie) burst onto the scene earlier this month in Hong Kong, and Zac Purton believes the Irish-bred's ability to quickly adapt to different circumstances can prove decisive in Sunday's HK$26 million BMW Hong Kong Derby (2000m) at Sha Tin, reports campaigns.hkjc.com. The 4YO demolished a solid Class 3 field on local debut over this weekend's course and distance. He will make just his second start in the city when he lines up in Sha Tin's most-famed and desired contest after arriving as a two-time winner in Ireland for trainer Aidan O'Brien. The Dennis Yip-trained Massive Sovereign made light work of 13 rivals at Sha Tin on 3 March – who between them had combined for 23 wins in Hong Kong – to surge into BMW Hong Kong Derby calculations. "I think it's going to work in his favour that he has already had a run over the 2000 metres because he knows where the barriers are and he knows what the crowd is going to do," Purton said. Although optimistic ahead of this weekend, he is still wary of the task at hand. "History is against him. It's extremely hard for any PP (Privately Purchased Horse) to win first time out in Hong Kong. It's even harder to do it at the distance that he did it at and then it's even harder again to back that performance up and he has to do it in the Derby, so he has all of that against him." Sunday's pairing with Massive Sovereign will be Purton's 14th ride in the BMW Hong Kong Derby.
	
	Cooksley/Wallace Place Trust in Sweynesse Stayer
Thursday, 21st March 2024
For fans of Hong Kong racing, Novara Park stallion Sweynesse is all about world class sprinter Lucky Sweynesse, however the Lonhro sire-son is no one trick pony, and Australian fans will likely see one of his smart kiwi stayers lining up in Sydney shortly. According to racingnews.co.nz, a likely Group trip across the Tasman is looming for promising stayer Trust In You. The 5YO son of Sweynesse put himself on the map over the Christmas Carnival when winning the Stayers Championship Final (2400m) at Pukekohe on Boxing Day before returning to the South Auckland track on New Year's Day where he was victorious in the Gr3 Queen Elzabeth II Cup (2400m). He was then sixth when fresh-up in the Gr2 Avondale Cup (2400m) at Ellerslie in February, and readied for the Gr2 Auckland Cup (3200m) with a runner-up performance in the Nathans Memorial (2200m) a week prior. Trainers Grant Cooksley and Bruce Wallace were pleased with his sixth placing in the Auckland Cup and are looking at heading to Sydney with their charge with an eye towards next month's Gr1 Sydney Cup (3200m) at Randwick. "He has come through the Auckland Cup well," Cooksley said. "It was a good run, he just got pushed back a bit at the 800m and [he] made up good ground and went a very good race. Yet to make a firm decision, Cooksley advised, "If he goes over to Australia, it will be for the Sydney Cup and he may run a week prior in the Chairman's (Gr2, 2600m). It will be a nice race for him, Randwick is a fair bit different than what Ellerslie is. At Ellerslie, you have to be on the pace at the moment, but at Randwick you can come from anywhere."
	
	Beleagured British Racing Gets Staffing Reprieve
Thursday, 21st March 2024
British racing received a significant boost this week with the inclusion of six crucial roles onto the Immigration Salary List (ISL), a move aimed at alleviating the sport's staffing crisis, reports racingpost.com. The National Trainers Federation (NTF) and the British Horseracing Authority (BHA) have been actively advocating for these additions, which come as a replacement to the Shortage Occupation List (SOL). The updated ISL now facilitates the recruitment of racing grooms, work riders, stallion handlers, stud grooms, stud hands, and stud handlers from abroad, offering a solution to the ongoing staffing challenges faced by the industry in Britain. With an estimated shortfall of up to 2,500 individuals, Monday's announcement was warmly welcomed within the racing community. "Bringing in world-class talent from overseas is not a sticking-plaster solution to our recruitment crisis. They are part of the answer by providing us with unrivalled experience to help train our next generation of high-skilled workers," BHA Chief Executive Julie Harrington stated. Harrington's counterpart at the NTF, along with former BHA colleague Paul Johnson, expressed gratitude for the government's responsiveness to the industry's staffing needs. They noted the importance of this development in providing much-needed assistance while the racing sector devises a long-term plan for its workforce. Conor McGinn MP, co-chair of the All Party Parliamentary Group for Racing and Bloodstock, played a pivotal role in advocating for the inclusion of these roles onto the ISL, previously urging Home Secretary James Cleverly to heed the recommendations of the Migration Advisory Committee (MAC), a plea that has now come to fruition.
	
	Oldest Slipper-Winning Hoop Passes Away at 93
Thursday, 21st March 2024
Renowned jockey Cliff Clare, who won the 1967 Golden Slipper, has passed away at the age of 93, reports punters.com.au. Clare achieved the prestigious Group 1 victory aboard Sweet Embrace (Todman), donning the iconic original brown and yellow silks of Jack and Bob Ingham. Notably, it marked the Inghams' inaugural triumph in the renowned 2YO race, which is set to take place this Saturday at Rosehill Gardens. Reflecting on his Golden Slipper triumph, Clare had recently shared his experience with Sky Racing, underscoring the significance of his victory in the racing world. "I wasn't even going to ride her. (George) Moore rode it before and it ran last…Ted Stanton said when you ride this horse, I don't want you to go to the front, I want you to grab him, sit back about midfield and see how she comes home,” said Clare. His Golden Slipper-winning trophy was proudly showcased at the recent ATC mass held in the Winx Stand at Royal Randwick, serving as a poignant reminder of his illustrious career. His contributions to the sport were recognized at the Illawarra Turf Club's inaugural 'Legends' program and extended to Kembla Grange, where he emerged as one of the leading riders upon the club's formation in 1976, continuing to grace its track until his retirement in 1992. Funeral arrangements for the revered jockey will be announced in the days to come, as the racing community mourns the loss of one of its most distinguished figures.




Cliff Clare with John Tapp (pic: Steve Hart)

	
	Perth the Priority for Parnham on Saturday
Thursday, 21st March 2024
Steven Parnham has made a resolute decision to prioritise Perth's Ascot meeting over a coveted Group 2 opportunity in Melbourne this Saturday, reports rwwa.com.au. Opting to remain in Perth, Parnham's absence in Melbourne sees Pride of Jenni's rider Declan Bates stepping in as the new jockey for Zipaway (Playing God) in the Alister Clark Stakes (2040m) at Moonee Valley. This change marks a significant departure for Zipaway, who has had Parnham as his constant racing companion since his debut a year ago. Reflecting on his choice, Parnham expressed the difficulty of the decision, stating, "It's a hard one because normally I would give anything to go over and ride a horse in Melbourne. I love riding in the big races in Melbourne, love the challenge, but [it's] one that I had to pass up this time." Despite missing the Melbourne opportunity, Parnham remains optimistic about future prospects with Zipaway, hinting at a potential reunion in Perth depending on the outcome of the Alister Clark Stakes. "If he runs really well there's the option of bringing him back home for the WA Derby," Parnham remarked. Parnham's decision to stay in Perth is also fueled by his commitment to ride talented 2YO Earthstorm in the Listed Supremacy Stakes (1000m) after the daughter of Calyx rattled home for a close third behind Golden Vale on debut in February.
	
	Baffert Duo for Dubai World Cup Meeting
Thursday, 21st March 2024
Trainer Bob Baffert is relaxed about his two Dubai World Cup meeting contenders, reports horseracingnation.com, albeit he won't be there over the weekend. "I love Dubai, I'd love to go but I'm shorthanded an assistant right now, so Jimmy (Barnes) is going, he'll be there at the weekend, along with a rider and a groom," Baffert said. Newgate (Into Mischief-Majestic Presence, by Majestic Warrior) – see below – will run in the Gr1 Dubai World Cup and Hopkins (Quality Road-Hot Spell, by Salt Lake) in the Gr1 Dubai Golden Shaheen. "With Newgate I know I'm kind of back a little quick, but he's a really hardy horse who carries a lot of flesh," noted Baffert. "He's doing better now than he was going into the Big Cap when he was a little heavy. I really think he's doing well." Hopkins ran fourth in the Golden Shaheen last year. "Hopkins ran well last year and I think he's doing better this year. He always shows up; he's big strong horse. I had him and another horse but I decided to go with him because he's doing so well right now. When you go halfway across the world you have to make sure your horse is in top form because it's a tough ship."




	
	Sghirripa Trainer Goes Back to the Same Well
Thursday, 21st March 2024
Trainer Shane Oxlade couldn't overlook the striking resemblances between his accomplished stakes victor, Sghirripa, and his yearling half-sister sired by Merchant Navy. According to racing.com, this led him to secure the filly for $85,000 at the Magic Millions Adelaide Yearling Sale. Oxlade, known for his partnership with owner Frank Sghirripa, previously acquired Sghirripa (see below), a son of Lonhro, for $60,000 at the same sale in 2021. With seven wins from 16 races and nearly $600,000 in earnings, Sghirripa is poised as a strong contender for the G1 Goodwood at Morphettville in May. Lot 297, presented by Tasmania's Grenville Stud, is the fifth living offspring of Encosta De Lago mare Wonder I Do, whose own dam is a granddaughter of dual Group 1-winning Champion 3YO filly Tristanagh. Oxlade, who also invested $10,000 in a Bivouac filly at the sale, revealed that Sghirripa's current owners, including Frank, will collectively race the Merchant Navy filly. However, he mentioned opportunities for new enthusiasts to join in. "We were drawn to her qualities as a horse, especially given her striking resemblance to Sghirripa," Oxlade commented. "They share similar builds – tall and athletic – and she displayed a similar sensible demeanor. Frank and some others involved with Sghirripa will also be part of her ownership group, and I anticipate little difficulty in finding interested parties for the remaining shares."




	
	Tough Challenge for Queman in William Reid
Thursday, 21st March 2024
Meanwhile, co-trainers Shane and Cassie Oxlade return to Melbourne optimistic ahead of Saturday’s $1 million Group 1 William Reid Stakes (1200m) at Moonee Valley with last-start Gr1 Oakleigh Plate winner Queman (Mint Lane-Langreen, by Clangalang), according to racingsa.com.au. The Group 1 giant killer has drawn well in barrier four for his daunting task where he will give Australasia’s benchmark sprinter – New Zealand mare Imperatriz (I Am Invincible) – two kilograms in the weight-for-age feature. “It’s obviously going to be a lot tougher this time around,’’ Oxlade conceded. “Giving the best sprinter in Australasia a couple of kilograms is a big ask. He’s a Group 1 winner and that’s where we are at, he’s earnt another chance,’’ he said. The stable was buoyed by a good barrier and the fact the champion Kiwi mare will jump from barrier 10. “He’s drawn a good barrier, I’m not sure what will happen early, I don’t imagine Cylinder would want to be too involved in the early speed form barrier one, Hypothetical is drawn outside us,’’ Oxlade said. “We still don’t know if he runs out the 1200m, if he doesn’t, he’ll come home and be set for the Irwin,’’ he said, in reference to Adelaide's RN Irwin Stakes which is a traditional lead-up to the Gr1 Goodwood.
	
	Cambridge Retires Aquacade for Breeding
Thursday, 21st March 2024
Multiple Group-winning mare Aquacade will begin the next phase of her career later this year, reports NZ Racing Desk, after time has been called on the racing days of Dundeel's daughter with the 5YO to become a valuable addition to Cambridge Stud's broodmare band. Trained at Karaka by Lance Noble for breeder-owners Brendan and Jo Lindsay, Aquacade performed up to the highest level with seven victories and six placings and only twice missed a top five finish from 19 appearances. "She has been fantastic and that's what we're here for, to try and develop fillies and mares into broodmares and get black type," Noble said. "To be able to do that with her has provided a great sense of achievement. She was so consistent and has been retired happy and sound. She could possibly have raced again next season, but she doesn't have anything left to prove and will make a lovely broodmare." Aquacade's career highlights included successes in the Gr2 Avondale Cup (2400m) and the Gr3 Balmerino Stakes (2050m), and gained an elite level credit when third in the Gr. Zabeel Classic (2050m). "We made a conscious decision at the beginning of this season to see if we could crack a Group 1 and she got that Group 1 placing in the Zabeel. Aquacade is a daughter of the unraced Sea The Stars mare Forest Of Seas and comes from a pedigree that includes international stakes-winning stayers Sea Of Heartbreak, Self Defense, Degas Art and Puncher Clynch.




Aquacade is heading to the breeding barn (pic: Race Images Kenton Wright)
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	Arrowfield Stud
	Berkeley Park Stud
	Bombora Downs
	Bowness Stud
	Cannon Hayes Stud
	Cressfield
	Evergreen Stud
	Goodwood Farm
	Kia Ora
	Kingstar Farm
	Mill Park Stud
	Murrulla Stud
	Newgate Farm
	Newhaven Park
	North
	Segenhoe Stud
	Silverdale Farm
	Sledmere Stud
	Torryburn Stud
	Tyreel Stud
	Vinery Stud
	Widden Stud
	Willow Park Stud
	Yarraman Park Stud


            


            
                2023 BTR Stud Stallions

                BTP STUD STALLIONS
	Sire
	A Lot Established
	Aclaim Established
	Adelaide Established
	Admire Mars 1st crop 2YOs
	Akeed Mofeed Established
	Al Maher Established
	All American Established
	All Too Hard Established
	Alpine Eagle Established
	Anacheeva Established
	Anamoe 2nd Season
	Artie Schiller Established
	Astern Established
	Awesome Rock Established
	Barbados Established
	Barbaric 3rd Season
	Better Than Ready Established
	Bivouac 1st crop 2YOs
	Blue Point Established
	Brave Smash Established
	Brazen Beau Established
	Bull Point Established
	Bullbars Established
	Cape Of Good Hope 2nd Season
	Capitalist Established
	Captivant 3rd Season
	Casino Prince Established
	Castelvecchio Established
	Churchill Established
	Cool Aza Beel 1st crop 2YOs
	Danbird Established
	Dandino Established
	Danerich Established
	Dash For Cash Established
	De Gaulle Established
	Delaware 3rd Season
	Denman Established
	Dissident Established
	Dubious Established
	Due Sasso Established
	Dundeel Established
	Earthlight 1st crop 2YOs
	Encryption Established
	Exceed And Excel Established
	Exceedance Established
	Exosphere Established
	Extreme Choice Established
	Falvelon Established
	Farnan 1st crop 2YOs
	Fastnet Rock Established
	Flying Artie Established
	Foxwedge Established
	Frankel My Dear Established
	Ghaiyyath 1st crop 2YOs
	Gingerbread Man Established
	Gold Standard Established
	Good Journey Established
	Graff 1st crop 2YOs
	Grunt Established
	Hallowed Crown Established
	Harry Angel Established
	Headwater Established
	Hellbent Established
	Hitotsu 2nd Season
	I Am Immortal 1st crop 2YOs
	I Am Invincible Established
	Ilovethiscity Established
	Impending Established
	Invader Established
	Jet Spur Established
	Jimmy Choux Established
	Justify Established
	Kermadec Established
	Lord Of The Sky Established
	Love Conquers All Established
	Magnus Established
	Manhattan Rain Established
	Maschino Established
	Master Of Design Established
	Maurice Established
	Merchant Navy Established
	Microphone Established
	Murtajill Established
	My Admiration Established
	Needs Further Established
	Nicconi Established
	Nostradamus Established
	Ole Kirk 1st crop 2YOs
	Overshare Established
	Pariah Established
	Patronize Established
	Paulele 2nd Season
	Pierro Established
	Pinatubo 3rd Season
	Playing God Established
	Power Established
	Prague 1st crop 2YOs
	Pride Of Dubai Established
	Puissance De Lune Established
	Rebel Dane Established
	Rich Enuff Established
	Rommel Established
	Rothesay Established
	Rubick Established
	Russian Revolution Established
	Safeguard Established
	Sandbar 1st crop 2YOs
	Sessions Established
	Shaft Established
	Shalaa Established
	Shamoline Warrior Established
	Shamus Award Established
	Shooting To Win Established
	Showtime Established
	Sidestep Established
	Sir Prancealot Established
	Sizzling Established
	Skilled Established
	Smart Missile Established
	Snitzel Established
	So Secret Established
	So You Think Established
	Sooboog Established
	Spirit Of Boom Established
	Squamosa Established
	Star Turn Established
	Star Witness Established
	Starspangledbanner Established
	Street Boss Established
	Super One Established
	Supido Established
	Swear Established
	The Autumn Sun Established
	The Brothers War Established
	Time To Reign 1st crop 2YOs
	Too Darn Hot Established
	Toorak Toff Established
	Top Echelon Established
	Toronado Established
	Trapeze Artist Established
	Turffontein Established
	Unite And Conquer Established
	Universal Ruler Established
	Vancouver Established
	Victor Ludorum 3rd Season
	Von Costa De Hero Established
	Wandjina Established
	War Chant Established
	Winning Rupert Established
	Wooded 3rd Season
	Wootton Bassett Established
	Worthy Cause Established
	Written By Established
	Written Tycoon Established
	Xtravagant Established
	Your Song Established
	Zoustar Established
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